The purpose of this bill is to clarify how Senators received legislation and paperwork.

Senate Rule Book
Article VI- Standard Rules

ARTICLE VI—STANDARD RULES
The rules of parliamentary procedure in Robert’s Rules of Order, Newly Revised, shall govern the Senate in all cases to which they are applicable, and in which they are not inconsistent with the ASISU Constitution, Bylaws and special rules. All Senate paperwork shall be three (3) hole punched before delivery in Senate box. All Senators shall receive legislation through the prescribed method their individual ISU email. Speaker limits shall be three (3) minutes maximum with two (2) minute recycle lists. Senators may yield their speaking time to any individual who is not a member of Senate. Once time is yielded, the senator does not regain the floor if any time remains within speaker limits. There will be a maximum discussion time of thirty (30) minutes on any item on the agenda, unless a motion to extend the time is passed.
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